Mrs. Sharon Noonan Kramer
2031 Arborwood Place
Escondido, CA 92029

October 29, 2015
Mr. Bruce J. Kelman, President
Veritox, Inc.
18372 Redmond Way
Redmond, WA 98052
Dear Mr. Kelman,
Re: Removal of your and Veritox, Inc’s, fraudulent liens on my property and the need to shut the doors
to your illicit interstate enterprise, Veritox, Inc.
Enclosed is a letter to the American College of Medical Toxicology (ACMT). It is a request that they
sunset their mold position statement which promotes your scientific fraud over the mold issue. As
ACOEM and AAAAI no longer are selling your “garbage science”, ACMT is the last “learned body” of your
”esteemed colleagues” to do so. Within the letter, I go into great detail of what a miserable human
being you are who has harmed the lives of thousands for profit. For instance my letter to ACMT (and
several others) states:
“Over the years I have heard Veritox, Inc. owners and affiliates referred to as ‘snake oil salesmen’,
‘doubt-sellers’, ‘tobacco scientists’,‘insurer-hired-guns’[76], ‘front men of industry’, ‘environmental
health hazards’, ‘defense whores’ and ‘criminals’ possessing ‘toxic clout. For good cause based on
a decade-worth of irrefutable direct evidence, I find all of these characterizations to be true and
accurate.”
The letter will be posted on Katy’s Exposure blog this evening. You may read it by searching the blog
title “American College of Medical Toxicology, Choose Wisely To Sunset Your Mold Statement” or by
putting the short link for the blog in a search engine . The short link: http://wp.me/plYPz-3VW.
If there are any misstatements of facts about you or your ilk associated with Veritox, Inc. within the
blog-posted letter, please let me know by providing direct, refuting evidence and I will correct it. In the
meantime, although I have never said this to you before I say it to you now from the bottom of my
heart:
“May your children rot in Hell for the crimes of their fathers and mothers condemning so many
children to Hell here on earth.”
Just kidding! Inside joke. I don’t even know if you and your ilk at Veritox, Inc. even have any children to
rot with you in Hell.
In the meantime, please direct your corrupt California licensed attorney, Keith Scheuer, to remove the
tens of thousands of dollars liens that you and Veritox placed on my property by fraudulent means.
Please let me know when they are removed. The evidence of the fraud is found as linked and attached
exhibit in the enclosed letter.

Then please shut down Veritox, Inc. You and your corporation affiliates are crooks, liars, and deadly
menaces to society. Thank you for your prompt attention to these matters.
Sincerely,

Mrs. Sharon Noonan Kramer
Enclosure: (1)

